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Heroic Determination to Survive This is an extremely short story of a guy that fell from a cliff and
his struggle to get help - it really is nearly unbelievable - but it really happened and he
survived though permanently handicapped. Truly inspirational and makes me feel ashamed of
myself for not really giving life in general a100 percent work everyday. Very short story, good
YA intro to survival stories.. Inspiring story Hard to believe Noah could survive. Under no
circumstances go hiking by itself without telling someone what you are doing and when you will
be back. Would like to see a number of these survival tales combined into a single print
edition. Noticed the into page mentioned it's a work of fiction, but I'm pretty sure that is non
fiction. It is a story of heroic dedication to survive in spite of impossible circumstances.
Probably for kids. Extremely short but also very interesting. Heroism and bravery in it is utmost
finest. The bravery, tenacity and guts that this man faced is almost unbearable to read. I truly
stand in awe. What an incredible story. BRAVO. He is getting therapy and has recovered some
usage of his hip and legs. This story just put me there with him to the point I experienced the
rocks and dirt under my hands and hands, and the bone-tiredness, helplessness and
hopelessness jusr provides tears to my eyes. I am so sorry that he experienced this, therefore
thankful for his survival and posting around his most perilous occasions that many would just
give up rather than even try. Honestly, I cried over 2 hours after finishing the reserve to the
bewilderment of my whole family. A good warning for everyone. Good story A good story
about a terrible accident. I have been deeply touched which man is his very own hero. Well
informed, though might have been created into a longer story pretty easily.
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